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 “Kneel? Did water enter your brain, you little brat! He still dared to say such crazy things even when he 

was about to die! I’m going to kill you now!” 

With a roar, the king Kong’s ethereal force suddenly increased, and he threw out his palms like two 

meteorites at Chen Xiaobei! 

The two golden swastika Buddhist seals were especially eye-catching in the dark night! It almost lit up 

the entire world! The bright moon and the Galaxy were all overshadowed in this instant! 

Under the Holy Light, there was an even more terrifying power! 

The Super terrifying combat strength had not even landed yet, but the strong wind from the palm was 

already enough to make the thick clouds disperse and the earth shake! 

Qin Yitian had been hiding in the clouds, ready to help Chen Xiaobei at any time! 

Seeing this, Qin Yitian could no longer remain calm. She took out Heavenly Sword and was about to 

activate its power to help Chen Xiaobei! 

But! It was at this critical moment! However, Qin Yitian suddenly froze and did not attack! 

Not only Qin Yitian, but even Lou Yuhong and the 18 masked Men in Black were shocked. Their anxiety 

and fear were gone. 

“Whoosh …” 

When Chen Xiaobei waved his hand, a magical item flew out of his infinite space ring! 

It was a huge net made up of nine black chains that were connected to each other! 

Each chain was engraved with dense high-level runes, and each rune was extremely exquisite. Even the 

most powerful array master in the earth-god Realm couldn’t say that he could recognize every rune! 

From this, it could be seen that the formation formed by these runes must be above most of the 

formations in the earth-god Realm and must have extraordinary power! 

Swoosh … Swoosh … 

Chen Xiaobei activated the ninesuns Sky Net and burned all the spiritual Qi in the air! 

Immediately after, the dense and uncountable runes all shone with red spiritual light! 

These glowing runes were like stars intertwining. Different runes were connected in different ways. 

After burning spiritual Qi, they could activate a mysterious formation special ability! 

Bang … Bang … Bang … 

In the next moment, the two swastika Buddhist seals blasted out by the demon-subduing Vajra 

ruthlessly collided with the nine heavenly locks net! 
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Who dared to think about it! The demon vanquishing Vajra’s all-out attack was like an egg hitting a rock. 

It had just touched the nine heavenly locking net and immediately collapsed! 

Not only did the two swastika Buddhist seals not have any resistance, they didn’t even shake the nine 

heavenly lock net in the slightest! 

“What … What the hell is that? Isn’t its defensive power a little too shocking?” 

The demon-subduing Vajra was dumbfounded. He couldn’t believe his eyes! 

No matter how powerful the nine heavenly locks net was, the demon fighter’s attack should have been 

able to offset at least a part of its power! 

However, the demon fighter Vajra could clearly feel that the most powerful attack he had used with all 

his strength didn’t offset any power at all. The speed and momentum of the nine heavenly locks net 

didn’t slow down in the slightest! 

No! It was wrong! 

The law of conservation of power! The two swastika Buddhist seals must have offset a part of the 

power. However, the power that was offset was just the tip of the iceberg to the nineslope heavenly 

net. Even if it was offset, it would not have any obvious impact on the whole! 

Such a terrifying power was like a Heavenly Thunder, and it shook the demon fighter’s mind! 

At this moment, the demon fighter couldn’t help but think of a terrifying name-‘heaven immortal tool of 

Xuanji’! 

That’s right! Only a heaven immortal artifact could possess such a terrifying defensive power! Only then 

could he completely ignore the attack of a nine-star earth-god! 

Oh my God … This, this, this … How is this possible?! 

Thinking of this, the demon fighter’s pupils contracted, his scalp went numb, and his heart almost flew 

out of his throat! 

“Zzzzzzzzzzzz …” 

In the next moment, the nine heavenly locks net suddenly fell, directly covering the demon vanquishing 

Vajra and firmly sealing it! 

“Uh … How could this be … What kind of magical equipment is this …” 

I can’t move … I can’t even move a finger … the Vajra cried out in shock. I can’t circulate my true 

essence, and even my nascent soul can’t leave my body … Why?! Why did it turn out like this?” 

Obviously, if the demon fighter was suppressed by an ordinary Dharma Treasure, he could just abandon 

his body and control his nascent soul to escape! 

But now, the ninesuns Sky Net was not just a magical item. It was a sealing formation that was formed 

with the blood, sweat, and tears of Chen Xiaobei and Qiu Ling ‘er! 



Because of this, not only was the demon fighter’s body confined, but even his nascent soul was sealed, 

unable to escape! 

In the blink of an eye, the mighty king Kong was sealed by the nine heavenly locks net and kneeled in 

front of Chen Xiaobei like a statue! 

A few seconds ago, when Chen Xiaobei told the king Kong to kneel down, the king Kong thought that 

Chen Xiaobei was an idiot and mocked him! Even Qin Yitian, Lou Yuhong and the others thought that 

Chen Xiaobei was just courting death! 

However, a few seconds later, the king Kong was already kneeling in front of Chen Xiaobei, unable to 

move a single finger! They were like fish on an anvil, waiting to be slaughtered by Chen Xiaobei! 

Once again, it was proven that Chen Xiaobei was not just acting cool, but he was really awesome! 

“My God … Childe Chen! What … What is this thing?” Lou Yuhong and the 18 masked Men in Black were 

all stunned. 

Even Qin Yitian, who was hiding in the distance, could not help but prick up her ears. She was filled with 

curiosity about the nine heavenly locks net. 

this is the nine heavenly lock net. It was originally a sealing magical formation. It could only be set up to 

wait for the enemy to walk into the trap! 

but, after the modifications by Guardian Qiu and I, this formation can be retracted as freely as a magical 

item. It can attack and seal the enemy! Chen Xiaobei said. 

“Didn’t … Didn’t xu chengshou steal all your trump cards?” Lou Yuhong asked, embarrassed. 

“What Xu chengshou stole is just a drop in the ocean!” Chen Xiaobei laughed. My trump cards and 

resources are far beyond what you can imagine!” 

“Hiss …” 

As soon as he said this, Lou Yuhong and the others all sucked in a breath of cold air, their scalps tingling. 

Everyone knew that Chen Xiaobei had been robbed of hundreds of billions of upper-grade spiritual 

stones and a sky-immortal item, the world-destroying banner! 

But Chen Xiaobei said that it was just a drop in the bucket! 

Now that he thought about it, Chen Xiaobei’s trump cards and resources were all added up. How 

terrifying would that be? Could it be that there were trillions of upper spiritual stones? Could it be that 

there were dozens of heaven immortal artifacts? 

At this moment, even Qin Yitian’s heart was filled with excitement! She had never dreamed that Chen 

Xiaobei would become so powerful in such a short time! 

If all this was true, with Chen Xiaobei’s current abilities, he might really be able to kill the Blood Moon 

Swordmaster! 

If that day really came, Qin Yitian would be able to return to Chen Xiaobei’s side without any worries! 



Qin Yitian’s heart was filled with hope! 

Chen Zhufeng … What … What are you going to do to me …? the king Kong asked in a trembling voice. 

“How should I deal with you?” 

Chen Xiaobei narrowed his eyes and laughed evilly.”It’s quite cool to think about taking in a loyal dog of 

nine-star earth-god! What do you think?” 
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 “Loyal dog? What do you mean by that?” 

The Vajra thought for a while and frowned, ” “Chen Zhufeng! Are you kidding me? This Lord’s cultivation 

is much higher than yours! Even if this Lord agrees to be your loyal dog, are you sure you’ll dare to take 

this Lord in?” 

Obviously, the demon fighter did not know what Chen Xiaobei was capable of. He was still thinking of 

promising Chen Xiaobei that he would take care of Chen Xiaobei after he regained his freedom! 

“Why wouldn’t I?” Chen Xiaobei laughed. 

The king Kong would never have thought that once he became Chen Xiaobei’s loyal dog, he would never 

be able to regain his freedom! If he wanted to take care of Chen Xiaobei, he would only die a worse 

death! 

“You’re really arrogant! Don’t forget, I have the support of the ten thousand Buddhas Pagoda! You 

humiliated me today, so the ten thousand Buddhas Pagoda will definitely take revenge on you!” 

“My ten thousand Buddhas Pagoda has one Bodhisattva, three great Zen masters, and nine Guardian 

vajras. We have tens of millions of branch disciples and trillions of followers!” The demon vanquishing 

Vajra threatened coldly. Are you sure you want to be the enemy of the ten thousand Buddhas Pagoda?” 

“Ha, why would I make an enemy of the ten thousand Buddhas Pagoda?” Chen Xiaobei shrugged and 

gave her an evil smile. 

“Hmph! At least you have some self-awareness!” 

The Vajra laughed complacently and shouted, ” “Since you know the power of my ten thousand Buddhas 

Pagoda, then quickly release me! If you obediently follow me back, perhaps the ‘Bodhisattva of the Holy 

tower’ will be happy and take you in as a loyal dog, and spare your lowly life!” 

“No, no, no, you’ve misunderstood!” 

Chen Xiaobei shrugged and smiled evilly. I don’t want to be enemies with the ten thousand Buddhas 

Pagoda. It’s not because I’m afraid, but because I plan to make all the Bodhisattvas, Zen masters, and 

Vajra my loyal dogs. I’ll turn the territory of the ten thousand Buddhas Pagoda into the territory of bei 

Xuan faction! 

what??? ” 
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As soon as he said that, not only the Vajra, but Lou Yuhong, the 18 masked Men in Black, and even Qin 

Yitian, who was hiding in the distance, were all shocked as if they had been struck by lightning. Their 

scalps went numb! 

Arrogant! Overbearing! He was extremely arrogant! 

Even the most powerful elder Tianji in the earth-god Realm would not be able to make such a heaven-

defying declaration! 

He didn’t treat the ten thousand Buddhas Pagoda as his enemy, but the people of the ten thousand 

Buddhas Pagoda as his slaves! The land of ten thousand Buddhas Pagoda was his territory! 

In the entire earth-god Realm, Chen Xiaobei was the only one who had such a dream! 

“Little brat! You are simply arrogant and ignorant! Brainless posturing! Just you? And you want to 

subdue the entire ten thousand Buddhas Pagoda? Why don’t you just say that you want to take the 

entire earth-god Realm?” 

The Vajra was naturally the first one to be unconvinced. He roared with disdain, ” “Our ten thousand 

Buddhas Pagoda stands proudly in the aparagodaniya state of the West and is the leader of the Buddhist 

forces! Don’t say that I’m trying to scare you. If you want to get your hands on the ten thousand 

Buddhas Pagoda, it’s like declaring war on the entire aparagodaniya province!” 

As soon as he said that, the eighteen masked Men in Black felt their hearts jump. 

Although they knew that Chen Xiaobei was very strong, they did not expect him to be so arrogant as to 

want to swallow the ten thousand Buddhas Pagoda! 

Initially, they had hoped to have a long-term cooperation with Chen Xiaobei. But if Chen Xiaobei really 

declared war on aparagodya, they would not dare to have anything to do with Chen Xiaobei anymore! 

At this moment, even Lou Yuhong and Qin Yitian felt that something was wrong! 

Even if Chen Xiaobei had such thoughts, he should have kept it to himself and waited for the right time. 

How could he say it out loud? 

If these words were to leak out, the entire aparagodya and all the Buddhist faction in the world would 

not let Chen Xiaobei go! 

The consequences would be unimaginable! 

“Swish!” 

However, at this moment, another red shadow suddenly flew over from the distance! 

“This subordinate is e Huo Yuntian! Greetings, sect master!” 

Only to see that after that Red Extreme shadow had settled, it was precisely e Huo Yuntian who was 

flying over on his sword! 

Previously, e Huo Yuntian had been ambushed by the disciples of the heavenly Yin Hall and injured his 

nascent soul. He had been recuperating in bei Xuan sect. 



Just now, Chen Xiaobei had called Jin Fei and asked e Huo Yuntian to use the returning bracelet to come 

to fuzhao tower. 

“Peak seven-star earth-god? Respectable King level!” 

Lou Yuhong looked at e Huo Yuntian and sighed in his heart. Such a powerful person was in bei Xuan 

faction and was willing to be Chen Xiaobei’s subordinate! Chen Xiaobei was not an ordinary person! 

In comparison, Lou Yuhong was only stronger than e Huo Yuntian by one minor realm! 

This made Lou Yuhong even more shocked. He secretly guessed how strong bei Xuan clan’s Foundation 

was. 

“You’re just in time!” 

Chen Xiaobei smiled and reached out his hand. Using the witch clan’s unique method of extracting Gu, 

he pressed a few times on e Huo Yuntian’s dantian and injected his ethereal force into it! 

Soon, a small insect that looked like a red fire seed crawled out from e Huo Yuntian’s skin and jumped 

into Chen Xiaobei’s palm! 

Seeing the scene in front of them, everyone’s pupils shrank and their scalps went numb! 

That’s right! 

This little bug was the witchcraft that Chen Xiaobei had specially cultivated, Soul Hunter! 

There were only two ways for Chen Xiaobei to completely control a person. One was the heavenly dog 

biscuit, and the other was the soul-hunting flag! 

Because the cultivation of the demon fighter was too high, they had to use the Super heavenly dog 

biscuit to control him. 

However, the Super heavenly dog biscuit had already reached the level of a one-star heavenly immortal. 

However, the exchange price was surprisingly high! 

Because it was extremely rare and had a heaven-defying ability, one super heavenly dog biscuit cost ten 

billion merit points! 

To Chen Xiaobei, this was not a small sum. He could not afford to spend it so easily! 

In fact, Chen Xiaobei had been waiting for Shen gongpao to exchange for the Super heavenly dog biscuit 

first, or to grab some through the red envelope. That way, the rarity of the Super heavenly dog biscuit 

would be reduced in the human world, and the exchange price would also be reduced! 

However, Shen gongpao was also waiting for Chen Xiaobei to exchange for the red packet first, and the 

heavenly court had not launched any new red packet snatching activities! 

So, Chen Xiaobei could only call e Huo Yuntian over. With the help of the soul hunting flag, he could 

control the life and death of the demon Vanquisher Vajra, and turn him into his loyal dog! 



Fortunately, e Huo Yuntian had been deeply convinced by Chen Xiaobei after following him around in 

Tian Yin Hall. He was loyal to Chen Xiaobei from the bottom of his heart, so he did not need the soul-

hunting flag anymore! 

Chen Xiaobei held the soul-hunting Gu between his fingers and walked over! 

“What … What are you doing, Chen Zhufeng? Don’t … Don’t come over …” 

At the sight of this scene, the demon fighter instantly had an ominous premonition! He was so 

frightened that he trembled and had goosebumps all over his body! 

“Don’t be afraid! I just want you to become a loyal dog!” 

Chen Xiaobei grinned and said, ” “Of course, if you don’t listen to me, I’ll turn you into a dead dog!” 
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 “No… Don’t … Don’t …” 

The king Kong screamed hysterically, but Chen Xiaobei would not waste his breath on him! 

“Swish!” 

He bent his three fingers into the shape of a halberd and touched the dantian of the demon fighter’s sea 

of Qi, planting the soul hunting Gu into the body of the demon fighter! 

“Uh …” 

The Vajra’s sea of Qi dantian suddenly felt a sharp pain, and then, even his nascent soul felt a sharp pain 

in his spirit! 

“What’s going on? Chen Zhufeng! what on earth did you do to me … the demon-subduing Vajra’s face 

turned deathly pale, and cold sweat poured down his face like raindrops! 

Chen Xiaobei shrugged and said, ” the bug that was planted in your body can tear your Dharmakaya, 

devour your nascent soul, and finally destroy your soul! 

The original form of the soul hunting streamer was the invincible bull lice. After some changes, it had the 

ability to hunt souls! 

Under the realm of heaven immortal, even a Dharmakaya of great completion could not resist the bite 

of a Hunter soul! 

Once the Dharmakaya was destroyed, the nascent soul would lose its protection. Once the nascent soul 

was destroyed, the demon fighter’s soul would be destroyed and he would never be able to reincarnate! 

The excruciating pain in his body and mind told the king Kong that Chen Xiaobei was not bluffing! 

“Have mercy … Chen Zhufeng … Oh no! Childe Zhufeng, please spare my life … the king Kong screamed, ” 

“I’m willing to be your loyal dog! As long as you spare my life … I’m willing to do anything you want …” 
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It was not easy to cultivate, but the demon fighter Vajra had put in a lot of effort to achieve his current 

achievements! 

For this reason, the demon fighter treasured his life more than anyone else, and was more afraid of 

death, and was even more reluctant to give up everything he had in this life! 

As soon as he heard that his soul would be destroyed, the demon fighter was terrified. He threw all his 

status, dignity, and glory out of his mind! 

At this moment, the demon fighter only wanted to live and had no other thoughts! 

“Well-behaved!” 

Chen Xiaobei chuckled and stopped Hunchback Tian. At the same time, he put away the nineslope 

heavenly net with his finger. 

“Phew …” 

The demon Vanquisher Vajra heaved a sigh of relief and continued to kneel on the ground. He said with 

a dead heart, ” “Master … From now on, I’ll follow you …” He said. 

The Vajra had no other choice. If he wanted to live, he could only submit! 

Seeing this scene, everyone around was stunned. 

When Chen Xiaobei said that he wanted The Guardian to be his loyal dog and that he wanted to take 

over the thousand Buddha stamp, The Guardian was full of disdain, while Qin Yitian, Lou Yuhong, and 

the others were full of worry! 

However, the truth was right in front of him! 

The demon Vanquisher Vajra’s face had been smashed! Either be a loyal dog, or be a dead dog! In the 

end, he could only obediently submit! 

Qin Yitian was shocked beyond words. She would never have thought that Chen Xiaobei would be able 

to defeat the king Kong in the blink of an eye! 

If this happened a few more times, would all the higher-ups of the pagoda become Chen Xiaobei’s loyal 

dogs? 

It was not impossible for Chen Xiaobei to control the entire ten thousand Buddhas Pagoda! 

At the same time, Lou Yuhong and the 18 masked Men in Black felt their hearts were in turmoil and 

their emotions were extremely complicated! 

Just a moment ago, they were worried that Chen Xiaobei would declare war on the entire 

aparagodaniya state. They were all planning to cut off all ties with Chen Xiaobei for fear of being 

implicated! 

However, at this moment, they were all shaken! They even began to imagine that if Chen Xiaobei really 

did conquer the ten thousand Buddhas Pagoda, they would have a bright future if they followed Chen 

Xiaobei! 



Especially Lou Yuhong, after seeing the loyal e Huo Yuntian and the subdued King Kong, he began to 

seriously consider if he should really become Chen Xiaobei’s disciple. 

If Chen Xiaobei could really achieve something great, Lou Yuhong would be able to rise from the ground 

and reach an unprecedented peak! 

There was nothing to fear in the world! Just in case! 

“Plop …” 

With this in mind, Lou Yu and Hong Zhen knelt on the ground and said respectfully, ” “Daoist beixuan 

once said that he would take me as his disciple. Does that still count?” 

“Of course it counts!” 

I, Chen Zhufeng, am a man of my word! Chen Xiaobei smiled. as long as you’re willing to, you’ll be my 

seventh personal disciple from now on! 

“Bang! Bang! Bang! Bang …” 

Lou Yuhong immediately kowtowed to Chen Xiaobei! 

After the ceremony, Lou Yuhong respectfully said, ” “Master, I’ve joined bei Xuan faction today. I’m sure 

I’ll be loyal and respect you! If I have any disloyal thoughts, I will be struck by lightning and die a horrible 

death!” 

“Get up!” 

I’ll protect you if you’re willing to follow me! Chen Xiaobei said. if you’re not, bei Xuan faction will not let 

you go! 

“Yes, sir!” Lou Yuhong stood up. 

Then, Chen Xiaobei took out the storage bracelet and added 300 million upper spiritual stones to the 

total. He handed it over and said, ” this is the 10 billion upper spiritual stones reward I promised you. 

You can share it with everyone. 

master … This … Lou Yuhong was a little hesitant. 

“Blood Brothers, settle accounts clearly! I won’t deduct a single point from what should be given to 

you!” Chen Xiaobei smiled. 

It was obvious that the other personal disciples were all brought up by Chen Xiaobei and were 

absolutely loyal to him! 

But Lou Yuhong was different. Although he swore his loyalty, Chen Xiaobei would not trust him 

completely. Only by giving him enough benefits would he follow him with all his heart! 

Of course, if Lou Yuhong and Chen Xiaobei could develop true feelings for each other in the future, he 

would be loyal to Chen Xiaobei even if Chen Xiaobei did not give him any benefits! 

“Thank you, master!” 



As expected, when Lou Yuhong took the storage bracelet, he was overjoyed and very grateful to Chen 

Xiaobei. 

Lou Yuhong walked over and gave each of the 18 masked Men in Black 200 million upper spiritual 

stones! 

These people were like Lou Yuhong, they were all in need of money! Moreover, they were all city Lords, 

and their wealth was not considered much to begin with! 

All of them were excited to receive 200 million upper spiritual stones. They were extremely grateful to 

Chen Xiaobei! 

They were only used as bait to lure the demon fighter to Chen Xiaobei. They did not do much. 

Each of them getting 200 million was the best of the best. How could they not be grateful to Chen 

Xiaobei? 

It might seem like Chen Xiaobei had made a loss, but in reality, the 200 million was more to buy a favor 

and a connection! When Chen Xiaobei needed them in the future, they would definitely do their best to 

help him! 

As for Lou Yuhong, he obtained the remaining 6.4 billion upper spiritual stones by himself. This was what 

he had exchanged with his life, so no one was dissatisfied! 

“Master! I have an extremely important matter to attend to, so I have to leave for a while!” Lou Yuhong 

had just accepted the spirit stones and couldn’t wait to leave. 
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Lou Yuhong was very short of money. Once he got the money, he naturally had to rush to do things. 

“What do you want to do? Do you need me to help you?” Chen Xiaobei asked out of good intentions. 

“Thank you, master!” no! Lou Yuhong declined politely. as long as I have spiritual stones, I can solve my 

problem. Six billion should be enough to support me for a while! 

“When are you coming back?” Chen Xiaobei did not ask any further. 

“I’ll definitely return in a day or two!” Lou Yuhong gave a very clear answer. 

“Good! You can go!” 

it’s patriarch Xuanyuan’s birthday party in a day’s time. If you can make it back in time, I’ll bring you to 

the party. If not, you can wait for me at zhaofu restaurant! 

“This disciple will obey!” Lou Yuhong nodded, then flew up directly and disappeared into the night. 

It had to be said that Lou Yuhong’s physique was really very special. Just a moment ago, he was seriously 

injured and it was difficult to even stand. Now, he could already fly in the air. It wouldn’t be long before 

he fully recovered! 
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Then, the 18 masked Men in Black said their goodbyes and left. 

“Sect master, you’re letting Lou Yuhong go so easily?” “What if he doesn’t come back?” e Huo Yuntian’s 

brows slightly furrowed. 

“I won’t!” 

Chen Xiaobei said calmly, ” “Lou Yuhong is a professional bounty hunter. Just now, he risked his life to 

complete the mission and escort me out! I’m sure that he has a bottom line!” 

E Huo Yuntian said in a deep voice,”he didn’t get the money just now, so of course he’d risk his life!” But 

now that he has obtained a huge fortune, it’s possible that he won’t return!” 

“Don’t worry!” 

of course not! Chen Xiaobei smiled. Lou Yuhong’s appetite is not just this. If he wants more benefits, he 

will definitely come back to me! 

yes … Sect master’s eyes have always been sharp. He shouldn’t be wrong! E Huo Yuntian nodded, and 

didn’t say anything more. 

Chen Xiaobei nodded and looked up into the sky. 

Qin Yitian had already left without a sound. 

She would naturally fool the Blood Moon Swordmaster when she returned! After all, Chen Xiaobei had 

already locked Zheng Lun up and bribed Lou Yuhong and the others! There was no evidence, so Qin 

Yitian could brag about it however she wanted! 

“Master …” 

The Vajra knelt on the side and said embarrassedly, ” “The higher-ups of the ten thousand Buddhas 

Pagoda know that I’m out to catch you. If I can’t bring you back, they’ll immediately become suspicious! 

You have to quickly think of a way to deal with it …” 

Obviously, the demon fighter was extremely afraid of death! 

For the sake of his own life, the king Kong had to help Chen Xiaobei! 

Otherwise, if anything were to happen to Chen Xiaobei, he would definitely drag the demon fighter 

down with him! 

“It doesn’t matter.” 

Chen Xiaobei shrugged and said, ” you’ve already had a taste of the nine heavenly locks net. I’ll catch 

every high-level of the ten thousand Buddhas Pagoda if they come! 

the nineclock heavenly net is powerful, but the Bodhisattva of the Holy tower also has a heaven 

immortal item! that heaven immortal item can block the nine-lock heavenly net, ” said the Vajra. with 

your cultivation base, you’re no match for the Bodhisattva of the Holy tower! 

heh, who told you I only have one heaven immortal artifact? ” 



I’m not afraid to tell you the truth. Xu chengshou didn’t steal anything from me. Other than the ninesuns 

Sky Net, I still have two other heaven-immortal items! 

“What? this … This … This … the king Kong took a deep breath, and his lower abdomen swelled. He was 

so scared that he almost peed his pants. 

In the entire earth-god Realm, there were only ten heaven-God instruments! 

After that, the Blood Moon sword owner broke free of the seal and brought out another heaven 

immortal weapon! In the entire earth-god Realm, there were a total of eleven heaven-God instruments! 

But now, Chen Xiaobei had three of them! 

This was simply too frightening! 

thank … Thank you, master, for not killing me … the king Kong was not an idiot. If Chen Xiaobei had used 

the destructive star banner instead of the ninesuns Sky Net, the king Kong would not have been able to 

survive even if he had ten thousand lives! 

“You should have an idea now, right?” I’m not afraid of the higher-ups in your Pagoda. On the contrary, I 

hope that they will come after me. That way, I can have a few more loyal dogs! Chen Xiaobei said. 

“Master is invincible, this servant is in awe!” The king Kong swallowed his saliva. His fear of Chen Xiaobei 

had been engraved into his bones! 

“Cut the crap, show me your storage bracelet!” Chen Xiaobei raised his eyebrows and laughed evilly. 

this … the king Kong felt a sharp pain in his heart, but he did not dare to refuse. He took off the storage 

bracelet and handed it over to Chen Xiaobei with both hands. 

Chen Xiaobei took the storage bracelet and checked it with his spiritual energy. “What the f * ck! So 

poor!” 

There were only 200 million upper spiritual stones in the storage bracelet, not a single high-tier earth-

god item! He could be said to be extremely poor! 

“Uh … I’ve embarrassed myself in front of master …” 

The Vajra’s face turned red and he said awkwardly, ” “I’ve been busy with cultivation recently, so I’ve 

used up a lot of spirit stones … Besides, I’ve been training my body and soul, so normal Dharma 

Treasures aren’t as good as my fists and legs! Therefore, I sold all the high-level magic weapons I got …” 

I was happy for nothing. I thought I could have a big harvest! Chen Xiaobei then transferred the 200 

million spiritual stones into his infinite space ring. 

Now, Chen Xiaobei had 268 billion upper spiritual stones left in his Treasury! 

After that, Chen Xiaobei took out all the resources from the storage bracelet and prepared to throw 

them into the heaven and earth furnace. 

“Eh? What’s that?” 



Suddenly, Chen Xiaobei’s eyes were drawn to a piece of silver-white metal. “What a strong baleful yin 

force!” 

“That’s a piece of silver ore of cold day!” 

The demon vanquishing Vajra said,”if we can find an eight-star earth-god level equipment forging 

Grandmaster, we can refine some rare cold day silver from it!” Master, are you interested in this?” 

“Where did you find this ore?” Chen Xiaobei asked. 

“This was brought back by the Bodhisattva of the Holy tower from the no man’s land in the deepest part 

of the earthly calamity star sea!” “The Bodhisattva of the Holy tower obtained a piece of ‘Mithril of cold 

day’, a peak nine-star earth-god, and also brought back some ores to reward us!” The Vajra said. 

“What?” what?! Chen Xiaobei was shocked. the Mithril is in the ten thousand Buddhas Pagoda? ” 

“Yes … Master, why are you so excited?” The Vajra asked in confusion. 

it’s the Mithril! Chen Xiaobei said. it’s the last core material to strengthen the netherspirit battlescouter. 

I’ve been looking for it for a long time but I can’t find any clues. I didn’t expect it to be in the ten 

thousand Buddhas Pagoda! 

“What netherspirit battlescouter?” The demon vanquishing Vajra was even more confused. 

cut the crap. Take me to the ten thousand Buddhas Pagoda immediately! Chen Xiaobei said, ” “I must 

get that piece of Mithril!” 
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 “Master! Don’t be impatient …” 

The demon vanquishing Vajra said in a deep voice,”that Mithril of the cold day is definitely not 

something you can get as you please!” It’s useless even if you go to the ten thousand Buddhas Pagoda!” 

Chen Xiaobei furrowed his brows and asked, ” “Be more specific! How can we get the Mithril?” 

master, you don’t know this. This cold day Mithril is extremely dark and evil. It is already a peak nine-

star earth-god item! 

“The sacred tower Bodhisattva placed the Mithril of the cold day in the ‘devil rebirth cave’ to refine a 

large number of Virgin souls and increase the evil Yin attribute of the Mithril. He wanted to nurture the 

Mithril into a celestial immortal item!” 

“Reincarnation? Devil’s Den?” “What is that place?” Chen Xiaobei asked. 

it used to be an ancient battlefield, with at least hundreds of millions of resentful souls and evil ghosts 

gathered there. The evil ghosts often went out to do evil and were regarded as demons by the people. 

Gradually, people called that place the ‘Devil’s Cave’! 

“As for the word ‘reincarnation’, it’s because the people hope that those evil spirits will be reincarnated 

to the Western Pure Land as soon as possible and stop causing trouble!” The Vajra said. 
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Chen Xiaobei could not help but sigh. “Those commoners are really kind! He had been bullied by evil 

ghosts all year round, but he didn’t want to get rid of the evil ghosts. Instead, he wanted the evil ghosts 

to be reborn into bliss! It’s really rare to return good for evil!” 

“Yup …” 

The Vajra nodded and said, ” the people of aparagodaniya are almost all devout Buddhists, so their 

hearts are naturally kind … 

Chen Xiaobei said coldly, ” “It’s a pity that although the people are pious and kind, the gods, Buddhas, 

and bodhisattvas they believe in are hypocritical and shameless. They have done all kinds of evil things 

and are no different from demons!” 

yes … the Vajra’s face turned red, and he was speechless. 

Without a doubt, with the ten thousand Buddhas Pagoda’s strength, it wouldn’t be difficult to destroy 

this rebirth demon cave! However, the ten thousand Buddhas Pagoda wanted to keep this Devil’s Den! 

That was because the people would only suffer when demons did evil. That was why they needed the 

‘protection’ of the ten thousand Buddhas Pagoda and why they would believe in the teachings of the ten 

thousand Buddhas Pagoda even more! 

What was even more detestable was that not only did the ten thousand Buddhas Pagoda fail to 

eliminate the Devil’s Den, it even wanted to collude with the evil spirit forces in the Devil’s Den! 

In order to nurture the Mithril into a divine immortal item, the ten thousand Buddhas Pagoda and evil 

ghosts had joined hands to refine the souls of virgins. Over the years, thousands of girls had died 

unjustly, and their souls had scattered! 

The sin that he had committed had probably surpassed the nine generations of demons, angering the 

heavens, the people, and the gods! 

That was why Chen Xiaobei had no excuse to say that the pagoda was hypocritical, shameless, and evil! 

The people believed in something, but they could not even see the essence of it! 

Not being able to tell right from wrong, black from white, that was just superstition! 

“Since the ten thousand Buddhas Pagoda doesn’t care, I’ll go deal with the rebirth demon cave and 

directly take the Mithril of cold day!” Chen Xiaobei’s eyes narrowed. 

“No way!” 

“There’s not only the ten thousand Buddhas Pagoda in aparagodaniya, but also the three saints nunnery 

and Heavenly Dragon Temple!” The Vajra shook his head. These two peak powers can’t do anything to 

the devil birth cave!” 

“Why is that?” “Could there be a divine-level otherworldly demon in the demon birth cave?” Chen 

Xiaobei asked. 

there are no sky demons … But in order to protect the demon rebirth cave, the Bodhisattva of the Holy 

tower set up a divine immortal-level formation in it! 



no, ” the Vajra said resentfully. once the outside forces attack the Devil’s Den, the ‘reborn ghost king’ 

will activate the formation and kill the three billion people in the three main cities around the Devil’s 

Den! It’s precisely because of this that no one dares to steal the Devil’s Den!” 

Obviously, eliminating demons was to punish evil, but to bring disaster to three billion innocent people, 

that would be doing bad things with good intentions! 

In that case, not only would he not be able to obtain the merit points, but he would also have to bear 

the sin of three billion vengeful souls. He would receive retribution! 

“It looks like I really can’t force my way in …” 

Chen Xiaobei frowned and said, ” “But if we don’t attack, we won’t be able to get the Mithril! If I can’t 

upgrade my netherspirit battlescouter, all my previous efforts will be in vain!” 

In order to upgrade his netherspirit battlescouter, Chen Xiaobei had spent a lot of effort to get the 

netherworld relic and the nine netherworld evil Qi! 

These two items were also peak nine-star earth-god items. They were extremely valuable! 

But if he could not get his hands on the Mithril, he would have to leave these two items aside. To Chen 

Xiaobei, they would be completely useless! 

More importantly, the netherspirit battlescouter was very important to Chen Xiaobei. He had to 

upgrade it! 

Checking his combat strength was secondary. 

However, the master-protecting puppet could save Chen Xiaobei’s life, so it was an essential trump card! 

“If I can’t fight, then I’ll think of a way to win!” Chen Xiaobei was not going to give up on this trump card 

so easily. 

“What does master plan to do?” 

The Vajra swallowed his saliva and said, ” “Master, if you don’t have a perfect plan, you shouldn’t act 

rashly! If the Bodhisattva of the Holy tower comes, not only will master not be able to clean up the devil 

birth cave, but he will also get himself killed!” 

“If there’s a perfect plan, do you think I’d have a chance to take action?” stop talking nonsense! Chen 

Xiaobei said. just bring me there! 

yes, master … the Vajra slightly frowned, and his face was full of grievance. He was afraid that if anything 

happened to Chen Xiaobei, he would be buried with him! 

But since Chen Xiaobei had given the order, the demon fighter did not dare to disobey. 

Then, the king Kong grabbed Chen Xiaobei’s shoulder and flew into the air! Its flying speed had reached 

the level of a nine-star earth-god, which was a thousand times faster than the somersault cloud! 

E Huo Yuntian’s injuries had yet to fully recover, so he returned to zhaofu brothel by himself and 

followed Jin Fei back to bei Xuan faction to recuperate! 



…… 

Aparagodaniya. 

In the eastern ten thousand Buddhas Holy territory. 

Due to the good relationship between the ten thousand Buddhas Pagoda and the Xuanyuan family, they 

arrived here very quickly with the help of the teleportation formation in the Xuanyuan capital. 

The black bamboo region, where the rebirth demon cave was located, was located on the west side of 

the ten thousand Buddha Holy domain. It was only separated from the heavenly Dragon temple’s 

Heavenly Dragon Holy domain by the blissful River. 

Hundreds of millions of years ago, the forces on both sides of the river of bliss were constantly fighting, 

producing trillions of undead. A small group of undead didn’t fall into the earth for various reasons, and 

eventually turned into evil spirits and remained in the human world! 

Although it was only a small portion, the number of undead was in the trillions. Even if it was a small 

portion, it would still be hundreds of millions! 

As time passed, these hundreds of millions of evil spirits were ruled by a powerful spirit King and hidden 

in the devil birth cave, gradually forming an evil spirit Empire! 

Because the devil’s rebirth cave was located on the side of the blissful River near the ten thousand 

Buddhas Pagoda, the heavenly Dragon Temple had never cared about it. They had never built a city 

along the river because they were afraid that their people would be poisoned by the evil spirits! 

On the other hand, the ten thousand Buddhas Pagoda had intentionally built three main cities around 

the rebirth demon cave! 

The three billion people in the city had become the rebirth ghost King’s hostages! 

what should I do in order to successfully seize the cold day Mithril while protecting the people? ” 

Chen Xiaobei furrowed his brows as he looked at the devil birth cave. 
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 “I have an idea …” 

The demon vanquishing Vajra said, ” if master must get the Mithril, then use three heaven immortal 

artifacts to protect the three main cities. After that, we’ll attack the demon birth cave! This way, we can 

ensure the safety of the people!” 

“You call this a method?” 

Chen Xiaobei rolled his eyes at the king Kong and said, ” “Three heaven immortal items, and each 

activation costs 90 billion upper-grade energy stones. Do you think my energy stones came from the 

wind? Can I just squander it?” 
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Although Chen Xiaobei still had 260 billion upper spiritual stones, 90 billion was not something he could 

not afford! 

However, spending so many spirit stones for a piece of cold day Mithril was definitely a huge loss! 

If it was just to save time, Chen Xiaobei could have spent ten billion merit points to exchange for Mithril 

from the merit points ledger! 

It was because Chen Xiaobei did not want to waste it that he had been looking for clues on his own! 

If Chen Xiaobei felt that he had made a loss by spending ten billion merit points, then he would not be 

able to spend ninety billion spiritual stones on it! 

uh … the Vajra’s face turned red, and he said awkwardly, ” “Master’s lesson is right …” 

even if I’m willing to spend 90 billion upper-grade spiritual stones, the earth escape Holy gourd is a 

support-type divine instrument. It doesn’t have much defense power. It can’t protect a main city! 

“Earth escape immortal puppet? What’s that?” The Vajra asked curiously. 

“That’s one of my heaven immortal artifacts!”  ” that’s right! Chen Xiaobei said, ” once I activate my 

power, I can move freely underground! 

“There’s such a good thing?” The demon Vanquisher Vajra’s eyes lit up and he said,”master!” Quickly 

take out the earth escape immortal Gu! I have a good idea that can directly eliminate the threat of a 

heaven-immortal artifact!” 

“What is it?” Chen Xiaobei asked. 

“Drastic measures!” 

as long as we go underground and dismantle the divine immortal level magical formation in the rebirth 

demon cave, the three main cities around it will no longer be threatened. By then, it won’t be difficult 

for you to wipe out the entire rebirth demon cave! the demon Vanquisher Vajra said. 

“You’ve finally come up with a good idea!” 

Chen Xiaobei’s brows relaxed and he grinned. “I’ve used this move before in devil earth! After 

dismantling the formation, all the seal scripts will belong to me! I’ll let Ling ‘er fiddle with it later, and 

this formation will be completely mine!” 

“What!” 

The Vajra was shocked and said,”master, you’re planning to take all the seal scripts?” This … This can’t 

be …” 

One had to know that a heaven immortal level array could have thousands of runes! Every single rune 

was buried in a different location underground! 

An ordinary person would not know where the seal scripts were hidden. It was almost impossible to 

collect all of them! 



The demon fighter thought that Chen Xiaobei would only remove the core of the formation so that the 

formation would not be able to function! 

Who would have thought that Chen Xiaobei would want to take all the runes and even the formation for 

himself! 

This was simply unbelievable! 

“Nonsense!” 

Chen Xiaobei smiled and said, ” of course I’m going to take all the runes. Otherwise, wouldn’t my 30 

billion upper spiritual stones be wasted? ” 

Chen Xiaobei had two choices. 

The first was to spend ten billion merit points to exchange for Mithril from the merit record! 

The second was to burn 30 billion upper spiritual stones and dismantle the formation before snatching 

the Mithril! 

From the perspective of investment, spending ten billion merit points was naturally more cost-effective 

and less troublesome! 

But from the perspective of profits, spending 30 billion upper spiritual stones could get the cold day 

Mithril, an additional divine immortal level array, and even the ten thousand Buddhas Pagoda! Killing 

three birds with one stone, it was simply too cool! 

“Whoosh …” 

After making his decision, Chen Xiaobei took out his earth escape Holy gourd! 

After the auction, Chen Xiaobei had injected 30 billion upper-grade spiritual stones into each of the 

three heaven-immortal instruments! 

As Chen Xiaobei waved the flag, 30 billion spiritual Qi was used to activate his divine-level special ability! 

“Earth escape! Underground walk!” 

go! Chen Xiaobei shouted, and then he took the demon fighter and went underground! 

With the earth escape divine gourd’s special ability, Chen Xiaobei and the king Kong felt as if they were 

in the air, even though they were in the earth! 

The soil and rocks around them did not pose any resistance to Chen Xiaobei and the demon fighter. They 

could walk freely as if they were on land! 

However, the only drawback was that his vision was blocked. The demon fighter could only see within 

five meters of him. He could tell the general direction, but he couldn’t know the situation beyond that! 

But Chen Xiaobei was different. When he activated his golden gaze fiery eyes, he could see through soil 

and rocks within a hundred meters! 

…… 



Once he reached the bottom of the devil birth cave, Chen Xiaobei began to look for the runes! 

After working together with Qiu Ling ‘er to modify the nine sky sealing lock formation, Chen Xiaobei’s 

understanding of the formation’s runes had increased by several levels! 

With the help of his golden gaze fiery eyes, Chen Xiaobei quickly found the first rune! 

Then, he could follow the vine to find the melon and deduce the path and layout of the seal scripts, and 

from there find all the seal scripts! 

After three hours, Chen Xiaobei had found 4900 runes! 

At the same time, Chen Xiaobei recorded the layout and path of the runes in his phone, forming a simple 

formation map! 

According to Chen Xiaobei’s calculations, this formation could activate the power of a heavenly 

immortal! 

From this, it could be seen that these 4900 runes were the complete set of runes for the entire heaven 

immortal level array! 

we’ve got all the runes, and the earth escape immortal puppet has been operating for more than three 

hours. The spiritual Qi is about to run out, so we can go up now! 

Chen Xiaobei calmed himself down and was in a good mood! 

“Master, wait! Since you’re already here, why don’t you take one more thing?” The Vajra asked. 

“What else can I take?” Chen Xiaobei asked. 

“Of course it’s the spirit vein!” 

The demon vanquishing Vajra said,”the reason why the rebirth devil cave is able to attract evil ghosts is 

because there’s a large spirit vein here!” This spirit vein was supposed to be used to activate a heaven 

immortal level array! Now that the formation is gone, wouldn’t it be a waste to leave the spirit vein 

behind?” 

“Yeah! I almost forgot about that!” Chen Xiaobei’s eyes brightened, but then he hesitated. “The range of 

the spirit vein is extremely wide. I don’t seem to be able to collect it quickly …” 

“If you can’t take it away, then suck it dry!” 

the spiritual Qi of a large spiritual vein is equivalent to 30 billion upper-grade spiritual stones, ” said the 

Vajra. it’s just enough to activate the power of a heaven immortal once! 

“Good idea!” 

of course! Chen Xiaobei grinned and said, ” although I’ve spent 30 billion upper spiritual stones, I can 

still get a large spiritual vein! It was equivalent to not spending a single cent and getting a heaven 

immortal level magical formation for nothing! It’s really wonderful!” 
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 “Whoosh …” 

When he reached the core of the spiritual vein, Chen Xiaobei took out the nineslope heavenly net and 

began to extract the spiritual Qi! 

It just so happened that the nine heavenly locks net had exhausted its spiritual energy after sealing the 

demon Vanquisher Vajra. Now that it had been replenished, it could be used normally again! 

This way, Chen Xiaobei could save another 30 billion upper spiritual stones. Just thinking about it made 

him feel great! 

Soon, the spiritual energy was completely sucked dry, and the large spiritual vein was also completely 

exhausted. It would take at least tens of thousands of years to fill it with spiritual energy again! 

Not only did Chen Xiaobei get a divine-level formation for nothing, he also took away a large spiritual 

vein! 

The point was that the array and the spirit vein both belonged to the ten thousand Buddhas Pagoda! 

The ten thousand Buddhas Pagoda was hypocritical, shameless, and evil. This was definitely a huge 

punishment for them! 

Moreover, Chen Xiaobei was going to take the Mithril and rub salt into the wound of the ten thousand 

Buddhas Pagoda. This would definitely make the Bodhisattva of the Holy tower and the higher-ups of 

the ten thousand Buddhas Pagoda puke blood! 

To Chen Xiaobei, all he had to do was to harvest the formation, drain the spiritual vein, get the Mithril, 

and finally, destroy the thousand Buddhas Pagoda’s face! This was equivalent to killing four birds with 

one stone! 

“Done! Let’s just go up!” Said Chen Xiaobei with a smile. 

“Master, you just need to face upwards!” “The core of the spiritual vein, the core of the array, and the 

core of the altar where the Mithril is placed. The three points are connected in a line!” We’ll be able to 

reach the exact location if we go up directly!” 

“Alright!” Chen Xiaobei immediately activated the earth escape divine gourd and flew up! 

…… 

“Chi …” 

Chen Xiaobei arrived at the rebirth altar that the demon fighter had mentioned! 

Chen Xiaobei’s face darkened when he saw his surroundings. His eyes were burning with anger! 

It was a blood-red cave. The stone roof, walls, and ground were all dyed red with blood. It was eerie, 

evil, and full of resentment! 

It was a tall altar, and it was actually built with many white skulls! 

Around the altar, there were many strange and evil patterns made of white bones, causing the entire 

space to be immersed in an evil and ruthless atmosphere! 



There was no doubt that the skull that was used to build the altar and the White bones around it were 

all from those innocent virgin girls! 

Dismembering the bodies, draining the blood, breaking the bones, these young girls all died without an 

intact corpse! 

In the end, their souls were refined and they completely disappeared from the three worlds and six 

paths, never to be reincarnated! 

After all, Chen Xiaobei often killed people without a complete body and scattered their souls, but those 

people were all unpardonable villains! If it was just a normal enemy, Chen Xiaobei would have let their 

souls go instead of killing them! 

And now, these thousands of innocent girls did not do any evil at all. They were even kind people! Yet, 

he had suffered such a vicious disaster! 

The heavenly axiom punished evil and promoted good. The righteous Qi in Chen Xiaobei’s heart instantly 

turned into infinite anger, like a volcano that could erupt at any moment! 

“Master … Now is not the time to be angry …” 

the Mithril is at the top of the altar, ” the demon Vanquisher King Kong said in a low voice. go get it 

quickly. We’ll leave this place immediately! 

“Help me get the Mithril!” He said. “I have other things to do!” Chen Xiaobei said. 

“This …” 

The Vajra’s heart trembled. He swallowed his saliva and said, ” “Master, please don’t do anything rash! 

Once the reborn ghost king is alerted, we’ll be immediately surrounded by billions of evil ghosts! If the 

Bodhisattva of the Holy tower comes, you won’t be able to escape even if you have wings!” 

“What I want to do is not up to you to tell me what to do!” Chen Xiaobei said, ” “Go get the Mithril 

immediately!” 

yes, Your Majesty … the Vajra had no choice but to climb up the altar. 

“The ‘merit record’! I want to exchange for a heart-returning summoning talisman!” 

Chen Xiaobei immediately activated the merit points ledger. 

[ heart-returning talisman: a talisman made by Tang Sanzang. It has the power of Buddha to save all 

living beings. It can wash away the evil of evil ghosts and return them to their good hearts. They can 

then fall into the underworld and be reincarnated! ] 

[ ding! 1000000 merit points for one card. It can convert a million evil spirits. Please choose the number 

of items to exchange! ] 

“I’ll use 500 million evil spirits to exchange for 500 cards!” 

Chen Xiaobei’s attitude was firm, and he was not stingy with his merit points. 



[ you have successfully exchanged for a merit reward! ] Five hundred million merit points will be 

deducted! 

[ your current merit points are 95 billion (charm: 9.5 billion, luck points: 9.5 billion)! 

Chen Xiaobei had used the heart returning talisman back in the Mausoleum of Qin Shihuang. He had 

also used it to help Ying Zheng release the souls of the Black Dragon Riders from purgatory! 

At the same time, Chen Xiaobei was also planning to send all the evil spirits in the cave of demons to the 

afterworld! 

After all, the evil spirit had lost its original heart. Everything it did was under the control of the reborn 

ghost king, and the reborn ghost king was under the control of the ten thousand Buddhas Pagoda! 

Hence, in the end, the ten thousand Buddhas Pagoda was the most damned culprit! 

In comparison, the sins of the hundreds of millions of evil spirits were not the most serious. Chen 

Xiaobei was willing to let them go! 

“Clang! 

Chen Xiaobei took out his chaos Blood Sword and injected 500 million upper spiritual stones into it! 

Now, the chaos Blood Sword had reached the mid-stage eight-star earth-god Realm. Every time it was 

activated, it would cost 50 million upper-grade spirit stones! 

500 million upper spiritual stones was enough for Chen Xiaobei to activate the chaos Blood sword’s 

power ten times in a row! 

“Woof!” 

Chen Xiaobei held the sword with both hands and slashed at the wall in front of him! 

In an instant, the wind howled and the sword hummed. An extremely terrifying blood-red sword Qi 

suddenly shot out and turned into nine Blood Dragons in the air. With unparalleled brute force, it 

heavily smashed onto the stone wall in front of them! 

boom boom boom … Boom boom boom … 

With a series of loud sounds, the entire cave and even the ground began to shake violently! 

The huge rocks cracked and collapsed, revealing a dark and vast cave outside the altar! 

“Mother of God!” 

The king Kong was holding a metal box and running down the altar. When he saw the scene in front of 

him, he was so shocked that his scalp went numb and he almost peed. 

“Master! Are you crazy?” 

The Vajra’s body and mind trembled, and he broke out in a cold sweat. 



“It’s noon, so the hundreds of millions of evil ghosts won’t come out. They’re all hiding in the devil 

rebirth cave! The altar was the most important core of the Devil’s Den! With this sword of yours, 

hundreds of millions of evil spirits will rush over regardless of the price!” 

Whoosh … Whoosh … 

Before he could finish his words, gusts of cold wind came from the darkness outside! The momentum 

was huge, like thousands of horses galloping! 

The demon Vanquisher Vajra’s face twisted as he wailed in despair, ” it’s over … I’m not as strong as the 

reborn ghost king … I don’t have any high-grade pure yang items, and I can’t suppress the billions of evil 

ghosts … We’re dead for sure now … 

However, Chen Xiaobei’s face was calm and fearless. “Ksitigarbha Bodhisattva once made a Supreme 

wish! If hell was not empty, he would not become Buddha! I have the intention to imitate! I won’t 

return until the Devil’s Den is empty!” 
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 “Hiss … Hiss … Wuwu … Wuwu …” 

In an instant, the entire cave was filled with ear-piercing wails! It was as if the gates of hell had opened, 

and the devil had crawled out of the abyss, and a monster had descended into the world! 

A forest! Fiendish! Cold-blooded! Brutal! It was as if all the living beings in the world would suffer the 

most merciless slaughter! 

Even the powerful demon fighter was so frightened that he stood rooted to the ground. He felt as if his 

mind had fallen into an endless abyss, and the invisible pressure made it difficult for him to breathe. His 

body trembled, and even his heart almost stopped beating! 

From this, it could be seen how terrifying the pressure of hundreds of millions of evil ghosts was! 

Even so, Chen Xiaobei’s performance was far better than the demon fighter’s! 

This was all thanks to Chen Xiaobei’s strong state of mind and the trump card that he had prepared! 

“Medicine can not cure illness and death, Buddha helps the fated!” 

Chen Xiaobei held the chaos Blood Sword in front of him and took out five heart-returning and salvation 

talismans in each of his hands. “It’s your good fortune to have met me today! Let me release you from 

purgatory, wash away your demonic nature, and return your souls to the earth!” 

“Whoosh …” 

Chen Xiaobei activated two of the talismans, and they shone with a holy and bright light of Buddha! 

It was as if the sun was shining on the earth. Suddenly, the light of Buddha enveloped the surroundings! 

“Woof! Buzzzzzz! Yi …” 
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In an instant, the millions of evil spirits at the forefront were immediately illuminated by the light of 

Buddha, and black smoke rose from their bodies! 

At the same time, the ghostly wails became even more tragic. Just listening to it made one’s scalp numb 

and shudder! 

Soon, the black smoke gradually dissipated, and the evil thoughts and murderous auras of the two 

million evil ghosts at the front were all washed away. 

Their hideous ghostly faces gradually disappeared, revealing the faces of ordinary humans. 

This meant that they were no longer headstrong evil ghosts but had completely turned back into 

ordinary Yin ghosts. They could be accepted by the land, be reincarnated, or stay in the land to cultivate. 

They could choose for themselves. 

“That’s weird … Didn’t we all become evil spirits? How did he return to normal?” 

“Quickly run! The evil ghost is here, run …” 

we have nowhere to run … It’s noon now. We can’t escape from the cave. Otherwise, we’ll probably be 

killed by the sunlight! 

The yin ghosts were shocked and confused. They didn’t have time to figure out what was going on. 

Because in addition to shock, they also felt infinite fear! 

Evil ghosts had no thoughts and no humanity. If these Yin ghosts did not escape, they would be killed 

and devoured very quickly, leaving nothing behind! 

“All of you, stand behind me!” 

Chen Xiaobei shouted and immediately activated the other two heart returning talismans in his hand. 

Whoosh … Whoosh … 

The Buddhist light scattered, and the yin ghosts felt very comfortable. 

The other group of evil spirits that were chasing after them were immediately trapped by the Buddhist 

light. They screamed in pain and black smoke burst out! 

Nearly two million evil ghosts were converted back to their Yin ghost state! 

“So it was this young master who helped us cleanse our evil thoughts and gave us a chance to become 

ghosts again!” 

this young master is like our second parent! 

“Many thanks, young master! We will never forget the kindness you have shown us!” 

Seeing this, the first group of Yin ghosts immediately understood what had happened. They knew that 

Chen Xiaobei was the one who helped them. 

Evil spirits were ugly and evil. They were not accepted by the righteous path and could not be 

reincarnated! They could only remain in the human world, living every day without any thoughts and 



without humanity! Apart from committing evil, he knew nothing! It could be said that he was a 

malignant tumor of the human world, despised by all living beings, and everyone wanted to kill him! 

When these Yin ghosts died back then, most of them had only turned into evil ghosts because of their 

anger and resentment from the war! 

Now that they thought about it, they were extremely regretful! 

If they were given another chance, they would definitely not want to be evil spirits again! 

Chen Xiaobei had given them a chance to make a new choice, to make up for their mistakes and regrets! 

They cherished the opportunity that Chen Xiaobei had given them, and they were very grateful to Chen 

Xiaobei! 

A second parent! The grace of rebirth! 

Other than gratitude, the yin ghosts were also filled with respect for Chen Xiaobei! 

there’s no need to say any more polite words. All of you should quickly fall into the underworld. 

Otherwise, I’m afraid I won’t be able to protect you when there are more and more evil ghosts! 

Chen Xiaobei shouted and continued to activate the heart returning talisman in his hand. 

The talisman was powerful, but it was not enough to fight against so many evil spirits. Even Chen Xiaobei 

could not guarantee that the situation would be safe! 

“Thank you, benefactor … If there’s a next life, we’ll definitely repay you …” 

The yin ghosts knew that they were in danger, but they knew that they could not help Chen Xiaobei. 

They could only accept the fate and leave the scene! 

Whoosh … Whoosh … 

Chen Xiaobei had to convert the yin ghosts and ensure their safe entry into the underworld. 

Chen Xiaobei did not retreat even half a step in the face of the army of evil spirits. Instead, he faced 

them head-on. 

Each heart returning talisman had converted one million evil ghosts. As time passed, almost two 

hundred million evil ghosts had been converted and returned to the land. 

“Wuwuwuwu!” 

However, right at this moment, a terrifying ghostly roar came from outside the cave! 

The sound was sharp and ear-piercing, and the sound waves alone were enough to crack the 

surrounding stone walls and ground! 

“Ghost king! It’s … It’s the reincarnated ghost king …” 

The Vajra let out a shrill scream, his face turning as pale as a sheet of paper. He said with a short breath, 

” “Master! This reborn ghost king is very difficult to deal with … His cultivation is at the nine-star earth-

god Realm, and he’s in the spiritual body state …” 



“The main point is that it has already formed a demon spirit, which is equivalent to a living spirit demon! 

No matter how powerful your celestial talisman is, it can’t convert its evil thoughts!” 

It was obvious that the reborn ghost king had been secretly colluding with the ten thousand Buddhas 

Pagoda, so the demon fighter Vajra was naturally familiar with his situation! 

“Evil ghosts can also transform into demons?” 

Chen Xiaobei furrowed his brows. This was the first time he had heard of such a thing.”He’s already 

dead, but if I condense a demon spirit, I’ll have an extra life? Isn’t this cheating?” 

“This is very normal! Grass, trees, earth, stones, wind, frost, rain, and snow were all inanimate objects. 

However, as long as a demon spirit was formed, it could transform into a demon! Evil spirits are also a 

kind of inanimate object without any thoughts, so naturally, they can also become demons!” 

“Even the corpses of the dead can become demons!” The Vajra said. In the territory of the devil race, 

there are many skeleton monsters, zombies, and zombies … These are all monsters that have been 

transformed into monsters after their corpses have condensed their monster spirits!” 

“I see …” 

Chen Xiaobei shrugged and said, ” “It doesn’t matter. It doesn’t matter if this reincarnation ghost king is 

a devil or a demon. Today, he will either submit or die! There’s no third option!” 

Red Envelope Group of the Three Realms 

Chapter 2969: fancy 

 “Wuwuwuwu!” 

The reincarnation ghost King’s roar reverberated through the entire space. The remaining 300 million or 

so evil ghosts were like frightened chicks. They all prostrated on the ground with their heads lowered 

and their necks shrunk, not even daring to breathe loudly! 

“Ignorant human! Who gave you the courage to say such arrogant and stupid words!” 

Then, a gloomy and hoarse voice came from afar, ” “I’ll return your words. You either surrender or die! 

Make your choice, this King will give you three seconds!” 

Looking in the direction of the sound, it was a huge evil ghost, at least ten meters tall! 

He was floating in the air with a black cloak draped over his body. His legs were not exposed under the 

cloak, and only a black demonic energy was flickering like a flame! 

He wore a white skull mask on his face, and his eye sockets were empty. There were no eyeballs, only 

two balls of dark blue demonic Qi, which were flickering clearly and extremely demonic! 

“Three, two, one!” 

Chen Xiaobei was calm as he counted down to three seconds! He didn’t even care about the reborn 

ghost king! 

“Foolish humans! You’re courting death!” 
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The reborn ghost king growled, and his aura suddenly increased. 

“Eight-armed mo Luo! Slaughter Immortals and annihilate Buddhas!” 

The reborn ghost king roared, and eight hideous arms suddenly emerged from the dark spiritual body 

cloak! 

Two of them were bones, two of them were covered in rotten flesh, two of them were burning with 

flames, and the last two were emitting poisonous gas! 

eight … Eight-armed fiend Luo!? 

Seeing this, the demon fighter immediately screamed, ” “I really didn’t expect that the reborn ghost 

King’s demonic technique has already been cultivated to the great circle of perfection! Eight arms at 

once, invincible at the same level!” 

“What demonic technique?” what? ” Chen Xiaobei frowned and asked, ” with just these eight arms, he’s 

invincible among his peers? ” 

“Of course!” 

The demon vanquishing Vajra said in a deep voice, ” he’s cultivating the ” mo Luo phaseless Art “. It’s 

said that it’s a one-star sky demon level cultivation technique! With eight arms, you can use four 

abilities!” 

“The white bone arms can suck people’s blood essence, absorb yang to supplement Yin, and take drastic 

measures! His rotten arms can corrode his body and soul. Even earth-god instruments that are lower 

than his cultivation level can be corroded!” 

“The flaming arms can refine a person’s soul. As long as an ordinary nascent soul Dharmakaya is caught 

by him, it will be instantly refined into nothing! The poisonous arms are extremely evil, and any body 

below the heavenly immortal stage will be killed instantly!” 

“These four abilities are extremely powerful and can catch opponents of the same level off guard! In 

addition, the rebirth ghost king has the intrinsic nature of a spiritual body. Unless the opponent has a 

high-grade pure Yang Earth immortal item, they won’t be able to harm the rebirth ghost king at all!” 

The Vajra said with a serious face, ” the opponent can’t defend against him, nor can they hurt him. 

There’s almost no match for the reborn ghost king in the same level! 

“Wuhahaha …” 

When the former ghost king heard this, he immediately let out a proud laugh, ” “Demon fighter Vajra, 

you’re a smart man! I don’t care why you call this kid master, but since you know how powerful I am, 

you should persuade him to submit to me!” 

this … the Vajra swallowed his saliva and said awkwardly, ” master … The rebirth ghost King’s four great 

abilities are extraordinary. You have to consider them carefully … 

“Weigh?” 



Chen Xiaobei laughed, ” what do you mean by ‘four special abilities of eight arms’? it’s all over the place! 

It’s useless! You still want me to submit? You’re just daydreaming!” 

hiss … the demon Vanquisher Vajra sucked in a breath of cold air. He was in complete despair. 

Although the king Kong and Chen Xiaobei had not spent much time together, the king Kong could tell 

that Chen Xiaobei was a very domineering man! 

As long as Chen Xiaobei had made a decision, no one could stop him! Even if the enemy had a knife to 

his neck, Chen Xiaobei would not give in! 

He was just so domineering! He was just this manly! 

“Little bastard! I gave you face, but you don’t want it! This King will torture you to death right now! I’ll 

let you know the painful price of humiliating this King!” 

The reborn ghost king had thought that Chen Xiaobei would surrender. He did not expect that Chen 

Xiaobei would not only refuse to surrender, but also mock him for using his eight-armed four special 

abilities as fancy tricks and useless! 

To the reincarnated ghost king, this was an absolute humiliation! It was a great humiliation! 

His anger suddenly erupted, and his killing intent filled the entire space. The reincarnated ghost king was 

a Sovereign King who ruled over hundreds of millions of evil ghosts, so he naturally could not tolerate 

such an outcome! 

The reincarnated ghost king had already made up his mind to kill Chen Xiaobei! He wanted Chen Xiaobei 

to experience the torture of the four superpowers. He wanted Chen Xiaobei to die in pain and regret! 

“Woof! Buzzzzzz! Yi …” 

All of a sudden, the reborn ghost king raised its eight demonic arms, which looked like a giant mutated 

Spider, and aimed them at Chen Xiaobei. 

“Not good!” 

The Vajra gasped. He did not care about Chen Xiaobei at all. He quickly ran to a corner and hid there, not 

daring to go against the living ghost king! 

“Little bastard! Accept your death!” 

The reborn ghost king roared, and his killing intent seemed to materialize, causing the atmosphere in 

the entire space to become heavy. 

“Swish!” 

Chen Xiaobei waved his hand and a Black Flag appeared in his hand! 

The flagpole was made of heaven Fey Black Gold and engraved with ancient Fey totem runes! 

The surface of the flag was woven with black silk, and the word ‘destroy’ was engraved on the front and 

the back with the word ‘destroy’! 



The body of the flag emitted waves of black flames, as if it was burning in the black flames. It emitted an 

extremely powerful pressure and spirituality! 

“Eh? What … What is that … Such a terrifying spirit … Such a terrifying pressure …” 

In an instant, the originally aggressive rebirth ghost king seemed to have lost all its strength and 

immediately became dispirited. 

The aura and spirituality of this banner were simply too terrifying! 

More importantly, Chen Xiaobei had not activated the power of the flag! 

In its normal state, the Banner’s pressure and spirituality were already so terrifying! 

If Chen Xiaobei activated its power, it would be thousands of times more terrifying than it was now! 

“What … What is that thing …” 

The reborn ghost king had already slipped away. It stopped and did not dare to get close to Chen 

Xiaobei. 

The black Flag fluttered even though there was no wind, and the reborn ghost king felt a pressure that 

pierced his soul every second! An intense sense of despair suppressed the reborn ghost king, as if he 

would have a mental breakdown at any moment! 

In the distance, the demon fighter wasn’t any better! 

Although he wasn’t targeted by the pressure, he was still so shocked that his pupils shrank and his scalp 

went numb. He hid in a corner and shivered, completely not looking like a Vajra realm martial expert at 

all! 

“Hmph! Looks like you’re not that stupid to the point of being incurable!” 

Chen Xiaobei looked at the reborn ghost king and said, ” “This is a heaven-immortal artifact, the heaven-

destroying and earth-destroying banner! The sky-destroying Black Lightning destroyed spirit bodies! The 

earth-destroying blood lightning specialized in physical bodies! I don’t care if you’re a monster, a devil, 

or a ghost, don’t even think about escaping from my Five Finger Mountain!” 
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Chapter 2970: good news after good news 

 “What? A heaven-immortal artifact?” 

The rebirth ghost king sucked in a breath of cold air. He was so scared that he almost peed himself! 

All eight arms, four special abilities, and ghostly spirit body were nothing but trash in front of a heaven 

immortal item! 

Chen Xiaobei only needed to wave the destructive banner and the reborn ghost King’s soul would be 

destroyed. The remaining 300 million evil spirits would also be destroyed. The entire rebirth devil cave 

would be razed to the ground! 
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A moment ago, the reborn ghost king wanted Chen Xiaobei to submit to him. But now, reality was like a 

giant slap to his face! 

Surrender? 

This option was obviously left for the reborn ghost king himself! 

Either submit, or die! The reborn ghost king only had these two paths left! 

“Whether you want to live or die, give me a definite answer!” 

Chen Xiaobei held the banner and said, ” you only have one chance. I advise you to think carefully 

before you answer! 

hiss … the reborn ghost king sucked in a breath of cold air and froze on the spot, unable to advance or 

retreat. 

“I … I surrender …” 

In fact, the rebirth ghost king had no choice at all. He retracted his eight demonic arms under the cloak, 

bowed his head, and let out a deep sigh! 

He was an evil ghost who had died once and had finally condensed his spirit to become a demon. The 

reborn ghost king naturally cherished his life and was afraid of death! 

Compared to his life, the dignity of a ghost king was not even worth mentioning! 

“You’re tactful!” 

Chen Xiaobei nodded and said, ” “Demon fighter! Get over here! 

“Yes! This servant will come immediately …” 

At the same time, the demon fighter Vajra ran over from a distance with a fawning expression, ” 

“Mighty master! Master is so domineering! Master is invincible!” 

Just a moment ago, the demon fighter was afraid of the reborn ghost king and hid far away, not caring 

about Chen Xiaobei at all. 

Now that the reborn ghost king had surrendered, the demon fighter had to please Chen Xiaobei to avoid 

being punished! 

Chen Xiaobei did not buy it and said, ” “Cut your hand and let the blood out!” 

“What? Let … Let out blood?” 

The Vajra swallowed his saliva and immediately knelt down, ” “Master, please spare me … I won’t do it 

again … Even if I die, I won’t dare to leave you behind … Please spare me … I swear! I won’t dare to do it 

again …” 

“Idiot!” 

Chen Xiaobei rolled his eyes at the king Kong and said, ” “I’m not trying to take your cheap life, but I 

want to use your blood to make a primordial spirit blood contract!” 



“Ah? A primordial spirit blood contract?” 

The Vajra looked dazed for a moment before he suddenly realized,”So master didn’t want to kill me, it 

was all a misunderstanding … No problem! I’ll start bleeding now!” 

It was obvious that the rebirth ghost king was a demon and could not be controlled by the infinite soul 

ring. It had to be controlled by the primordial spirit blood contract! 

Although the Vajra was weak, he was still a nine-star earth-god! By using his blood to make a primordial 

spirit blood contract, he could successfully control the reborn ghost king of the same level and make the 

reborn ghost king 100% loyal! 

…… 

Very quickly, the primordial spirit blood contract was formed! 

Chen Xiaobei had signed a contract with the reborn ghost king, which meant that he had become its 

master! 

From now on, the reborn ghost king would be as loyal to Chen Xiaobei as Inferno spirit, Xuan po, and Zi 

Yuan! 

“Reincarnation! Gather all the evil spirits!” Chen Xiaobei ordered. 

“Yes, sir!” 

The ghost king of rebirth nodded, took a deep breath, and suddenly roared, ” “Wuwuwuwu!” 

Whoosh … Whoosh … Whoosh … 

As if they had heard the bugle call to charge on the battlefield, the remaining 300 million evil spirits 

swarmed over like a tsunami! 

However, this time, they were only gathering and would not launch any attacks! 

Without a doubt, they all regarded the reborn ghost king as their King and would absolutely obey his 

orders! 

“Master, what do you plan to do?” The rebirth ghost king asked in a deep voice. 

“Of course it’s to convert them! Let them be reincarnated!” Chen Xiaobei then took out more heart 

returning talismans. 

“Can you keep them?” 

I’ve spent tens of millions of years to tame them, ” the reborn ghost king said in a deep voice. they listen 

to my every word, just like an army of evil spirits that do not fear death! When they work together, their 

battle power can not be underestimated!” 

“I won’t!” 



Chen Xiaobei shook his head and said, ” “Firstly, most of these evil ghosts were good people when they 

were alive. Because they died a tragic death, they turned into evil ghosts because of a moment of 

resentment! Secondly, they have no enmity with me!” 

“From the very beginning, I’ve already decided to give them a chance to start over! Although they can 

become my Army and help me! But I don’t want them to continue to be trapped in hatred and evil!” 

Chen Xiaobei said, ” “In the future, I will definitely have my own army of evil spirits! However, those evil 

ghosts must have been evil people who deserved to die when they were alive! He didn’t even have the 

right to reincarnate! You should be my slave and fight for me! Go to hell! Let your soul be destroyed!” 

this … the reborn ghost king was stunned for a moment, then nodded heavily.”Master is right, I was too 

short-sighted …” 

When two countries were at war, most of the dead did not differentiate between good and evil! 

They were kind people when they were alive, but they were tamed into an army of evil spirits after they 

died. To Chen Xiaobei, this was a sin! 

However, he was evil when he was alive. After he died, he turned into an evil spirit and his soul was 

destroyed in the battle. To Chen Xiaobei, this was a punishment for evil! 

Chen Xiaobei could clearly tell the difference between the two! 

“Whoosh! Whoosh! Whoosh …” 

Chen Xiaobei activated a large number of heart returning talismans and quickly expiated all the evil 

spirits that were gathered here! 

As for the evil spirits in the future, Chen Xiaobei would naturally capture the souls of his enemies, evil 

people, and of course, the evil bone Berserker evil spirits in the endless Dead Sea! 

After all, the reborn ghost king knew how to tame evil spirits. Building an army of evil spirits was not a 

difficult task for Chen Xiaobei! 

…… 

After a period of time, all the evil ghosts were converted and fell into the earth realm! 

There was not a single evil ghost left in the entire devil rebirth cave! 

I will not return until the Devil’s Den is empty! 

Chen Xiaobei’s wish had been fulfilled perfectly! He could leave in peace and even receive the heavenly 

Dao’s reward! 

[ ding! Resolve evil and do good: you have received 500 million merit points! ] 

[ ding! Protect the innocent: you have received 3 billion merit points! ] 

[ you have 98.5 billion merit points (charm: 9.85 billion, luck points: 9.85 billion) 

“Eh? He actually got 3.5 billion merit points in one go?” 



I’m not! Chen Xiaobei said excitedly. I was only planning to do something good. I didn’t expect that I 

would earn back the 500 million merit points I used to redeem the heart returning talisman by helping 

the 500 million evil spirits! 

“I’ve earned another three billion merit points by protecting the three cities around the Devil’s Den! 

Good people would be rewarded. It was indeed not nonsense! I’ve earned a lot this time!” 

…… 

To Chen Xiaobei’s surprise, not only did he earn a lot of merit points, but the number of his followers 

also began to soar! 


